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How to decorate your table and entertain your quests? 

 

Home dinners are moments to reunite with friends and family, but also are perfect occasions to offer them unique 

aesthetic experiences! After long month of lockdown, to have a special treat is more important than ever! 

LINOROOM linen napkins sets, composed of 6 different designs, will make your table look festive and amusing. The 

guests will be excited to have their particular napkin! This unique and personalized touch guarantees a buzz around 

the table and an engaging topic for conversation: who got what animal or bird and… why? 

Bold LINOROOM designs with realistic plants, flowers or animal prints will infuse your table with colour, texture and 

relaxed atmosphere. They will imaginative bring everyone to a farmhouse terrace, mountain chalet, or country 

picnic. Who would not be glad to have small travel nowadays? 

We pay special attention to our product quality: pleasant fabric weight and soft texture, mitred corners, hems of 

nice proportions. Linoroom linen napkins will please everyone! 

Sustainable. All LINOROOM products are made solely from sustainable 100% European linen. This eco-friendly fabric 

is water-efficient, not polluting and residue-free. LINOROOM linens are designed and created in Europe, in Lithuania, 

one of the historic regions of quality European linen. We aim to support our economy and people, who could work in 

security and respect. Besides, linen possesses almost Hi-Tech but natural qualities: it is naturally antibacterial and 

thus hygienic, it is antistatic and prevents dust accumulation, it is extremely durable and helps to slow down 

consumption. Linen is considered natural hypoallergenic and safe for allergic and sensitive people. 

LINOROOM creates eye-catching sustainable 100% linen Table & Kitchen Linens for the most liveable spaces of our 

homes. Vibrant nature-inspired designs aim to make our everyday habits more enjoyable, healthy, and amusing.  
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